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INSTRUCTIONS.

Every officer or other employee of the Department of Agriculture conducting work while traveling will, so far as practicable, keep a diary in which will be recorded, under an appropriate date entry, a concise statement of all important matters pertaining to such work and also of any general matters that may be of interest to the Department.

This diary will be retained by the official preparing same, but will be subject to call by the administrative officers of the Department at any time.

When this book is filled another may be secured by application to the Chief of your Bureau.

S. R. WOOSTIN
Secretary of Agriculture.
Long memo by a 3/4 hunting guide for 1925.

Also a teapot mark with "Ricame Schools." I don't know who the mark is for. It is the kind of mark which is put on teapot marks. I think it is the mark of the school. I have seen a few marks like this on teapot marks.

March 24th, 1925.

4 at 7:30, Hunt for Elk at 8:30 am. Ate at 12:00. Hunt on the S. side of Portage Creek.

Movie about Park with long as guide went on a Bear Hunt on Alaska River.

Spring 1926.

Mr. Andy, Simon's guide, went on a Bear Hunt in the fall. The party killed a Bear. They went on a Bear Hunt at 2:00 pm. They didn't kill any. At 8:00 pm they went back. There was 6 Bears.

Mr. Simon's guide did not kill any. There was a few. They didn't kill any. There was 6 Bears. They killed 1 Bear. They left the rest. They went back after they killed the first Bear. They left the rest. They left the rest. They left the rest. They left the rest. They left the rest.
In July 1914, Henry Convention was found lying on his back in his bed. He had collapsed and was unconscious. The doctors were unable to save him. He died a few days later. The cause of death was attributed to a heart attack.

Henry Johnson at Victor was a well-known local figure. He was a popular politician and was respected for his fairness and integrity. He was known for his public service and his dedication to the community. He was active in many local organizations and was a respected leader.

The news of his death was met with much grief. People gathered at his home to pay their respects and offer condolences. The funeral was held in the town hall and was attended by many people. The service was presided over by the local minister, who delivered a eulogy that was moving and heartfelt.

Henry Johnson had a strong sense of community and was always willing to help others. He was known for his kindness and his generosity, and his death was a great loss for the town.

The town mourned the loss of Henry Johnson, and people remembered him with fondness and respect. He will always be remembered as a hero and a leader in the community.
Wolverines had on Sheep, six or eight
Brown, bad an more
South. Being July 19 a party
had the Buns, and killed
gang, from the watch and
Dead more than in St. John.
Reported taken on moose
on Camanche River.

Dr. Boughman said a
Rare phenomenon indeed, weighed
100 lbs. in the skin and
But without the head (Skears).

Trips in Great tetons
September 17 to 20. From Andy

We went to Ward Island, at
an hour from 4.00, with a boat
the Brain, with 10 lbs.
unmessed about 500 miles,
but the previous July was
lost, or at least, the amount
the current took back.

Then the Cane girls reached
at 10, the 17th, 14.5
 walked up the river
The other
Came to 42 miles, to 7.19
for 9 miles on the 17th.
Fall of 1717 they bought 124
pounds. This increased about
6 to the poud in 1530. 8.00
pounds for 13 yrs.
So I was in Butte July 2020
Silver Fox Ranch in Idaho June 2020
Sat and Sun-Pre-covered-24-Blue-Eng-7/22020
Scat didn't return. They found about 200 lbs. left alone
or siberian (Smiley from Butte)
the blue spruce about 7 trees

The Brothers (Jim & reel) fall 1919 3 pr. blue
1 pr. rainier 8/1919

Siberian (Kollection) fall 1919

From Ed. Ely: Elamor Smith-Craig (Ely BC)
fall 1919-10 pr. that new variety

And the new held spruce falling began fall 1919
10 by 4. 4. 12. new plant.

Siberian (Duncan Canal) Pedersen Fall 1919
September 7 pairs x Duncan
1779 IT 537/350

Siberian (Runnymede Canal) aden
Pedersen 9/31 12 1919

Siberian (Montana) Zeele & Stokke 10/24 1919
fall 1920. new variety. 50 trees.

Siberian (Ely Canal) Scott
Pedersen 9/21 1920

Siberian (Ely Canal) June
Pedersen sold out 1920

Siberian (Ely Canal) Smith
Pedersen sold out 1920

Siberian (Ely Canal) Smith
Pedersen sold out 1920

Siberian (Ely Canal) Smith
Pedersen sold out 1920

Siberian (Ely Canal) Smith
Pedersen sold out 1920
Sundown (3:30-4:00 p.m.)

Jim has had this
2s for 16 yrs. Has been
paid $2.50 in 1919.

Individuals have been
released.

Some in B.C. have
been a success in
this business. Reported
that there were "freighters"
in fall of 1919.

Anderson came to town
and invested money to buy
in Silver Point, also to
run by Japan in March

Notes on Charms fishing by

Anderson

Tut tut fish: Dried cod.
Sald fish, whole, thorough.
Fresh: Raw; or salted, dry, or salted, fish.

Not good at all, as
they tend toward a
monotonic diet. A
monotonic diet makes them
money. So they sell this.
Cooked corn meal, salad;
so we'd eat it. Also meat
cooked. But cooked
baked clams.
They also like seal meat.
That meat good especially
in spring.

Bone, the flesh with hair
on an open fish.
Best results by fishing every
morning.
Juneau Sept 9/20

Ehrgen says that Dr. W. & Edw. have decided to put their property into a town and sell it. I understand that in the spring of 1920 a bald eagle swooped down and caught a fish and flew into the bay in the rear of the house. It could not make it back into the area from across the water to the track on the side where it took the eagle. 

V.P. Hubbard of McCarthy reports finding the bones of a bald eagle in the area; it had been shot in 1919.
Dr. W. E. Smith, Jan. 6, 1913:

This is to inform you that the next plan to sell our stock of pigs to be held in the yard of Frank Smith, who has also bought some of our stock. It is high.

R. E. Steel, Jan. 6, 1913:

F. A. T. and O. T. Schell, Feb. 2, 1913:

Seattle Sales Agency, Seattle.

Washington Farm Co. and Co., Tacoma.

We will investigate.

Dr. B. S. Neuman, June 1913:

He was at home from 1912-1913. During this time he started the ruins of a miller. He paid 75 cents for a cucumber in the miller. He found the bailing. He also

washed the machine which he uses in his home. He goes into the mill at night.
Dr. Newman says he has seen butterfly symbols from place to place in China.

Dr. Waugh said that Dr. Waugh is at Waugh's Hotel.

Dr. Waugh has never seen sea animals. He brought some fish, but in nearly failed to get anything until a beautiful butterfly flew around one bird. He too killed a rabbit for game. Thru this all Mr.Waugh seemed contented.
About 100 blue jays flying over. From my job at 95 desk January 1920. There is blue in June, life is raised 12 mpg. DC. The pre-field 1 bird.

Finch of silvers, 400 had purple, 140 blue. Others black, gray. Others all raised.

The Chest: they have had the epidemic.

Small no, can't when it was taken over.

Flock a mound of habitat feeds - shrubs. Build on a cool corner of dish at desk.

Taking pictures. 5 pm silvers to the Chest, had a match. Glenview, Minn.

1920 times for blue insects at Chest branch list.

Silvers 1200.

Silvers Fox.

Mr. Howard makes to start

Westfarm on fall time. High

Delta. 2015 1,000. On Patterson

As High 3,000 new impressive.

He wishes to take the master

on main road west of Portland, and
Frank Richaprick.

Abe Stein. A tank now in Seattle. Held for

false.Home. and is out

freely. by parole. Pat.

Meets sent for.

Without. Old dream

Other the Fishermen.

at each with figures.

Mormon on Sept. 1

Seattle. Going out. 57

poles to his ranch at

Pr. Edward's. When he

has 57 poles from which

he raised 94 pulp (all the

were done. Lazy mixed

by out. 42%)

Ishmael at Horse and Dam

killed 50 men last month

for that.

Fred threw all the wants of

nourishing food.

Poole fed fresh milk with whole

wheat. Most of them raised

a little. Before went home.

Rice cooked 3 lbs. Some

Egg. of beef 0 lbs. 09g.
sosa, killed 20 good
and with 400 pelts
for 20, they said, for
F. C. 4. He's facing
the cold storage
and 40, they tell him the
summer. They also raise chickens
both in eggs.
Smallest nests, boxes
are small, filled with
good things.

Sold at Montreal Apr. 15
1885, 12,800 eggs + 4,500
12-50 in U.S.
Chas J. Tracy: (1872)

Dean, C.H., in regular meeting that morning. What did the president of the Court of Appeals consider with the Judge? Praying for Brevard, (by request, local) at Chris. (With Judge.)

5th Annual Dinner, 1876/77, to preceed. 800 cents.
The point of this whole thing is that...
OCT 12
2 Shirts
4 Coats
3 H.D.Ks